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The importance of computer vision technology is growing with increasing interest in smart
agriculture
Esmael Hamuda
National University of Ireland, University Road, Galway, Ireland

The computer vision technology has played crucial role in several agricultural applications such as weed control, crop
fertilization, plant species recognition and detection, growing phase determination, plant disease detection, harvesting fruits,
etc. These applications are growing in importance with increasing interest in smart agriculture.
Many researchers have developed computer vision (image processing) methods as guidance for machine vision, working in
different fields and environments (under controlled and uncontrolled conditions). The machine vision technology has shown a
potential for success in a number of case studies, especially in robotic weed control systems, despite some serious challenges
that will be discussed in this talk. I will also present the most available image-based plant segmentation techniques as well as
my recent contribution to automatic crop detection against various weather conditions.
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